March 9, 2015

Senator Greg Evers
Chair, Criminal Justice Committee
308 Senate Office Building
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100

Dear Senator Evers:

As former judges and prosecutors, we write in support of Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139, which would require a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty and to unanimously agree – beyond a reasonable doubt – on each aggravating circumstance before a death sentence may be imposed. In our experience, the justice system works best when it is fair and reliable, and requiring a jury to unanimously agree to recommend that a death sentence should be imposed is a common-sense way to achieve this goal.

As a group, we take no stand on whether the death penalty should be used as a form of punishment. In fact, many of us do support the death penalty. However, we believe that wherever it is implemented, capital punishment should be carried out in such a way that ensures that the process is fair and prevents irreversible mistakes. So far, 25 individuals have been exonerated from death row in Florida due to evidence of innocence. This goes to show that the system, even with well-intentioned judges, prosecutors and jurors, can make mistakes. Requiring a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty can help to safeguard against error and ensure that the ultimate punishment is only given to the worst of the worst.

Effective law enforcement requires citizens to have faith in the accuracy of the criminal justice system. And the fact is, unanimous capital juries are more reliable. Since 2006, no unanimous jury verdict recommending death has been overturned by the Florida Supreme Court. Requiring unanimity will not hamper the ability of prosecutors to obtain just sentencing results; rather, it will likely aid prosecutors in defending verdicts on appeal.

Furthermore, a unanimous jury requirement has not proven to be a hindrance to the implementation of the death penalty in other states. Texas, Virginia and other states sentence people to death via unanimous jury votes. In fact, Florida is an outlier. Delaware is the only other state that allows a simple majority of a jury to sentence a defendant to death. Alabama requires a 10-2 vote, and all other death-penalty states require unanimity.
Finally, the legislature should act as it is possible that Florida’s death penalty law will be challenged in the U.S. Supreme Court as unconstitutional. In *Ring v Arizona*, the Supreme Court found that a jury must unanimously find the existence of an aggravating factor that would then make the defendant eligible for the death penalty. Many legal scholars believe that Florida law violates *Ring* because the judge – not the jury – makes the ultimate findings of aggravating factors. Florida can avoid litigation by doing what nearly every other state did after *Ring*: change its law to require a unanimous jury finding.

We urge you to pass Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139 and ensure a fair and reliable death penalty system in Florida.
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March 9, 2015

Senator Jeff Clemens
Member, Criminal Justice Committee
226 Senate Office Building
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100

Dear Senator Clemens:

As former judges and prosecutors, we write in support of Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139, which would require a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty and to unanimously agree – beyond a reasonable doubt – on each aggravating circumstance before a death sentence may be imposed. In our experience, the justice system works best when it is fair and reliable, and requiring a jury to unanimously agree to recommend that a death sentence should be imposed is a common-sense way to achieve this goal.

As a group, we take no stand on whether the death penalty should be used as a form of punishment. In fact, many of us do support the death penalty. However, we believe that wherever it is implemented, capital punishment should be carried out in such a way that ensures that the process is fair and prevents irreversible mistakes. So far, 25 individuals have been exonerated from death row in Florida due to evidence of innocence. This goes to show that the system, even with well-intentioned judges, prosecutors and jurors, can make mistakes. Requiring a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty can help to safeguard against error and ensure that the ultimate punishment is only given to the worst of the worst.

Effective law enforcement requires citizens to have faith in the accuracy of the criminal justice system. And the fact is, unanimous capital juries are more reliable. Since 2006, no unanimous jury verdict recommending death has been overturned by the Florida Supreme Court. Requiring unanimity will not hamper the ability of prosecutors to obtain just sentencing results; rather, it will likely aid prosecutors in defending verdicts on appeal.

Furthermore, a unanimous jury requirement has not proven to be a hindrance to the implementation of the death penalty in other states. Texas, Virginia and other states sentence people to death via unanimous jury votes. In fact, Florida is an outlier. Delaware is the only other state that allows a simple majority of a jury to sentence a defendant to death. Alabama requires a 10-2 vote, and all other death-penalty states require unanimity.
Finally, the legislature should act as it is possible that Florida’s death penalty law will be challenged in the U.S. Supreme Court as unconstitutional. In Ring v Arizona, the Supreme Court found that a jury must unanimously find the existence of an aggravating factor that would then make the defendant eligible for the death penalty. Many legal scholars believe that Florida law violates Ring because the judge – not the jury – makes the ultimate findings of aggravating factors. Florida can avoid litigation by doing what nearly every other state did after Ring: change its law to require a unanimous jury finding.

We urge you to pass Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139 and ensure a fair and reliable death penalty system in Florida.
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Judge, Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals (1993-2004); Associate District Judge, Canadian County, OK (1984-1993).
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March 9, 2015

Senator Jeff Brandes  
Member, Criminal Justice Committee  
318 Senate Office Building  
404 South Monroe Street  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100

Dear Senator Brandes:

As former judges and prosecutors, we write in support of Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139, which would require a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty and to unanimously agree – beyond a reasonable doubt – on each aggravating circumstance before a death sentence may be imposed. In our experience, the justice system works best when it is fair and reliable, and requiring a jury to unanimously agree to recommend that a death sentence should be imposed is a common-sense way to achieve this goal.

As a group, we take no stand on whether the death penalty should be used as a form of punishment. In fact, many of us do support the death penalty. However, we believe that wherever it is implemented, capital punishment should be carried out in such a way that ensures that the process is fair and prevents irreversible mistakes. So far, 25 individuals have been exonerated from death row in Florida due to evidence of innocence. This goes to show that the system, even with well-intentioned judges, prosecutors and jurors, can make mistakes. Requiring a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty can help to safeguard against error and ensure that the ultimate punishment is only given to the worst of the worst.

Effective law enforcement requires citizens to have faith in the accuracy of the criminal justice system. And the fact is, unanimous capital juries are more reliable. Since 2006, no unanimous jury verdict recommending death has been overturned by the Florida Supreme Court. Requiring unanimity will not hamper the ability of prosecutors to obtain just sentencing results; rather, it will likely aid prosecutors in defending verdicts on appeal.

Furthermore, a unanimous jury requirement has not proven to be a hindrance to the implementation of the death penalty in other states. Texas, Virginia and other states sentence people to death via unanimous jury votes. In fact, Florida is an outlier. Delaware is the only other state that allows a simple majority of a jury to sentence a defendant to death. Alabama requires a 10-2 vote, and all other death-penalty states require unanimity.
Finally, the legislature should act as it is possible that Florida’s death penalty law will be challenged in the U.S. Supreme Court as unconstitutional. In *Ring v Arizona*, the Supreme Court found that a jury must unanimously find the existence of an aggravating factor that would then make the defendant eligible for the death penalty. Many legal scholars believe that Florida law violates *Ring* because the judge – not the jury – makes the ultimate findings of aggravating factors. Florida can avoid litigation by doing what nearly every other state did after *Ring*: change its law to require a unanimous jury finding.

We urge you to pass Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139 and ensure a fair and reliable death penalty system in Florida.
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Charles F. Baird  
Judge, 299th Criminal District Court, Travis County, Texas (2007-2011); Judge, Texas Court of Criminal Appeals (1991-1999).

Dorothy Toth Beasley  
Judge, Court of Appeals of Georgia (1984-99); Chief Judge (1995-96); Judge, State Court of Fulton County (1977-84); Assistant United States Attorney, Northern District of Georgia, Criminal Division (1973-77); Assistant Attorney General of Georgia, Criminal Division (1969-73) (including defending the State of Georgia in *Furman v. Georgia* (1972)).

Rhoda Billings  
Chief Justice, North Carolina Supreme Court (1986); Associate Justice (1985-1986); Judge, North Carolina District Court for Forsyth County (1968-1972).

Susan E. Block  
Judge, St. Louis County Circuit Court, MO (1979-2004).

Frank O. Bowman III  
Floyd R. Gibson Missouri Endowed Professor of Law, University of Missouri School of Law; Special Counsel to the United States Sentencing Commission (1995–1996); Assistant United States Attorney, Southern District of Florida (1989–1996); Trial Attorney, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice (1979–1982).
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Paul Charlton  

Paul Coggins  

Oliver Diaz  
Justice, Mississippi Supreme Court (2000-2009); Judge, Mississippi Court of Appeals (1995-2000).

John P. Flannery II  
Norman Fletcher

W. Royal Furgeson, Jr.
Judge, United States District Court, Northern District of Texas (2008-2013); Judge, United States District Court, Western District of Texas (1994-2008).

Thomas Lambros

Kenneth J. Mighell

Michol O’Connor

Jim Petro

Rick Romley

Reta Strubhar
Judge, Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals (1993-2004); Associate District Judge, Canadian County, OK (1984-1993).

Sharon Zealey
March 9, 2015

Senator Rob Bradley
Member, Criminal Justice Committee
208 Senate Office Building
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100

Dear Senator Bradley:

As former judges and prosecutors, we write in support of Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139, which would require a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty and to unanimously agree – beyond a reasonable doubt – on each aggravating circumstance before a death sentence may be imposed. In our experience, the justice system works best when it is fair and reliable, and requiring a jury to unanimously agree to recommend that a death sentence should be imposed is a common-sense way to achieve this goal.

As a group, we take no stand on whether the death penalty should be used as a form of punishment. In fact, many of us do support the death penalty. However, we believe that wherever it is implemented, capital punishment should be carried out in such a way that ensures that the process is fair and prevents irreversible mistakes. So far, 25 individuals have been exonerated from death row in Florida due to evidence of innocence. This goes to show that the system, even with well-intentioned judges, prosecutors and jurors, can make mistakes. Requiring a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty can help to safeguard against error and ensure that the ultimate punishment is only given to the worst of the worst.

Effective law enforcement requires citizens to have faith in the accuracy of the criminal justice system. And the fact is, unanimous capital juries are more reliable. Since 2006, no unanimous jury verdict recommending death has been overturned by the Florida Supreme Court. Requiring unanimity will not hamper the ability of prosecutors to obtain just sentencing results; rather, it will likely aid prosecutors in defending verdicts on appeal.

Furthermore, a unanimous jury requirement has not proven to be a hindrance to the implementation of the death penalty in other states. Texas, Virginia and other states sentence people to death via unanimous jury votes. In fact, Florida is an outlier. Delaware is the only other state that allows a simple majority of a jury to sentence a defendant to death. Alabama requires a 10-2 vote, and all other death-penalty states require unanimity.
Finally, the legislature should act as it is possible that Florida’s death penalty law will be challenged in the U.S. Supreme Court as unconstitutional. In *Ring v Arizona*, the Supreme Court found that a jury must unanimously find the existence of an aggravating factor that would then make the defendant eligible for the death penalty. Many legal scholars believe that Florida law violates *Ring* because the judge – not the jury – makes the ultimate findings of aggravating factors. Florida can avoid litigation by doing what nearly every other state did after *Ring*: change its law to require a unanimous jury finding.

We urge you to pass Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139 and ensure a fair and reliable death penalty system in Florida.

Signatories as of March 9, 2015:

Charles F. Baird
Judge, 299th Criminal District Court, Travis County, Texas (2007-2011); Judge, Texas Court of Criminal Appeals (1991-1999).

Dorothy Toth Beasley
Judge, Court of Appeals of Georgia (1984-99); Chief Judge (1995-96); Judge, State Court of Fulton County (1977-84); Assistant United States Attorney, Northern District of Georgia, Criminal Division (1973-77); Assistant Attorney General of Georgia, Criminal Division (1969-73) (including defending the State of Georgia in *Furman v. Georgia* (1972)).

Rhoda Billings
Chief Justice, North Carolina Supreme Court (1986); Associate Justice (1985-1986); Judge, North Carolina District Court for Forsyth County (1968-1972).

Susan E. Block
Judge, St. Louis County Circuit Court, MO (1979-2004).

Frank O. Bowman III
Floyd R. Gibson Missouri Endowed Professor of Law, University of Missouri School of Law; Special Counsel to the United States Sentencing Commission (1995–1996); Assistant United States Attorney, Southern District of Florida (1989–1996); Trial Attorney, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice (1979–1982).
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Paul Charlton

Paul Coggins

Oliver Diaz
Justice, Mississippi Supreme Court (2000-2009); Judge, Mississippi Court of Appeals (1995-2000).

John P. Flannery II
Norman Fletcher

W. Royal Furgeson, Jr.
Judge, United States District Court, Northern District of Texas (2008-2013); Judge, United States District Court, Western District of Texas (1994-2008).

Thomas Lambros

Kenneth J. Mighell

Michol O’Connor

Jim Petro

Rick Romley

Reta Strubhar
Judge, Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals (1993-2004); Associate District Judge, Canadian County, OK (1984-1993).

Sharon Zealey
March 9, 2015

Senator Audrey Gibson
Vice Chair, Criminal Justice Committee
205 Senate Office Building
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100

Dear Senator Gibson:

As former judges and prosecutors, we write in support of Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139, which would require a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty and to unanimously agree – beyond a reasonable doubt – on each aggravating circumstance before a death sentence may be imposed. In our experience, the justice system works best when it is fair and reliable, and requiring a jury to unanimously agree to recommend that a death sentence should be imposed is a common-sense way to achieve this goal.

As a group, we take no stand on whether the death penalty should be used as a form of punishment. In fact, many of us do support the death penalty. However, we believe that wherever it is implemented, capital punishment should be carried out in such a way that ensures that the process is fair and prevents irreversible mistakes. So far, 25 individuals have been exonerated from death row in Florida due to evidence of innocence. This goes to show that the system, even with well-intentioned judges, prosecutors and jurors, can make mistakes. Requiring a jury to agree unanimously to recommend the death penalty can help to safeguard against error and ensure that the ultimate punishment is only given to the worst of the worst.

Effective law enforcement requires citizens to have faith in the accuracy of the criminal justice system. And the fact is, unanimous capital juries are more reliable. Since 2006, no unanimous jury verdict recommending death has been overturned by the Florida Supreme Court. Requiring unanimity will not hamper the ability of prosecutors to obtain just sentencing results; rather, it will likely aid prosecutors in defending verdicts on appeal.

Furthermore, a unanimous jury requirement has not proven to be a hindrance to the implementation of the death penalty in other states. Texas, Virginia and other states sentence people to death via unanimous jury votes. In fact, Florida is an outlier. Delaware is the only other state that allows a simple majority of a jury to sentence a defendant to death. Alabama requires a 10-2 vote, and all other death-penalty states require unanimity.
Finally, the legislature should act as it is possible that Florida’s death penalty law will be challenged in the U.S. Supreme Court as unconstitutional. In *Ring v Arizona*, the Supreme Court found that a jury must unanimously find the existence of an aggravating factor that would then make the defendant eligible for the death penalty. Many legal scholars believe that Florida law violates *Ring* because the judge – not the jury – makes the ultimate findings of aggravating factors. Florida can avoid litigation by doing what nearly every other state did after *Ring*: change its law to require a unanimous jury finding.

We urge you to pass Senate Bill 664/House Bill 139 and ensure a fair and reliable death penalty system in Florida.

Signatories as of March 9, 2015:

Charles F. Baird  
Judge, 299th Criminal District Court, Travis County, Texas (2007-2011); Judge, Texas Court of Criminal Appeals (1991-1999).

Dorothy Toth Beasley  
Judge, Court of Appeals of Georgia (1984-99); Chief Judge (1995-96); Judge, State Court of Fulton County (1977-84); Assistant United States Attorney, Northern District of Georgia, Criminal Division (1973-77); Assistant Attorney General of Georgia, Criminal Division (1969-73) (including defending the State of Georgia in *Furman v. Georgia* (1972)).

Rhoda Billings  
Chief Justice, North Carolina Supreme Court (1986); Associate Justice (1985-1986); Judge, North Carolina District Court for Forsyth County (1968-1972).

Susan E. Block  
Judge, St. Louis County Circuit Court, MO (1979-2004).

Frank O. Bowman III  
Floyd R. Gibson Missouri Endowed Professor of Law, University of Missouri School of Law; Special Counsel to the United States Sentencing Commission (1995–1996); Assistant United States Attorney, Southern District of Florida (1989–1996); Trial Attorney, Criminal Division, United States Department of Justice (1979–1982).
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Paul Charlton  

Paul Coggins  

Oliver Diaz  
Justice, Mississippi Supreme Court (2000-2009); Judge, Mississippi Court of Appeals (1995-2000).

John P. Flannery II  
Norman Fletcher

W. Royal Furgeson, Jr.
Judge, United States District Court, Northern District of Texas (2008-2013); Judge, United States District Court, Western District of Texas (1994-2008).

Thomas Lambros

Kenneth J. Mighell

Michol O’Connor

Jim Petro

Rick Romley

Reta Strubhar
Judge, Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals (1993-2004); Associate District Judge, Canadian County, OK (1984-1993).
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